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ABSTRACT
Literature identified barriers holding owners back from investing in energy renovations [1;2;3]. :
 Whole house renovation demands for a high investment if the existing building is to be
changed in an energy efficient one
 Current approaches consider:
o Either the whole house level
o Either building parts:
 Roof
 Walls
 Windows
 Not all rooms demand for the same indoor conditions and thus not all rooms induce the same
losses (transmission and ventilation losses).

Consequently, THNK made some calculations on room level basis and opened discussions with
various stakeholders (building contractors, architects, home owners, potential manufacturers.
A patent search has shown that this approach is novel and the discussion with stakeholders has
shown it is a promising approach.
The outcome of this task should be a prototype of such panels. Panels that insulate at room level can
be attached to the building outer shell and can hold techniques as ventilation or a small (reversible)
heat pump. Aspects to be considered:
 Selection of U-value
 Selection of a first type of building
 Selection of means to close the air cavity in case of brick buildings with air cavity, both for
water as for air movement
 Co-design meetings with manufacturers of foams, tapes and adhesives, joints, plugs and others
 Construction of a test panel
 Testing and improving
 Construction of prototype
 Application of a prototype panel
.
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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

The slow uptake of energy renovation is partially due to high investment costs and the expected dust
in the residential building. In order to overcome both aspects, a room-by-room improvement of the
external building envelope is proposed, applicable as part of a stepwise renovation of a building: a
modular façade panel.
The panel is designed to be attached to the outside wall, with limited works on the indoors. The idea
is a maximum amount of prefabrication and anticipation of the non-straight exterior.
The result is a panel that is applicable in less than 6 hours with 2 people on site. It can improve the
building with an additional 14 cm of insulation. A future panel can be attached next to it and result in
a gradual upgrade of the building.
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CHAPTER 1 – Introduction

Literature identified barriers holding owners back from investing in energy renovations [1;2;3].
Financial barriers are substantial, but building owners are also held back because of distrust in the
skills of the workforce and the preview of dust as well as the administrative burden of the building
renovation permit. The European Commission and the International Energy Agency have launched
several calls for energy renovation solutions that would reduce the return of investment to an
acceptable time of less than 7 years. While this is feasible for replacement of a boiler or installation
of solar panels, it is all but obvious for energy improvements on the building envelope.
The current approaches do not lead to the expected renovation rates and hence the needed energy
savings. Whole house renovation demands for a high investment if the existing building is to be
changed in an energy efficient one and is therefore not often applied. To overcome this financial
barrier, step-wise renovation considers specific building parts: roof, walls, windows, boiler...
However, a step-wise renovation can introduce problems with regards to internal condensation,
thermal bridging or mismatch between installed boiler capacity and reduced demand.
Therefore, within City-zen, a different approach is considered. The starting point is the observation
that not all rooms demand for the same indoor conditions and thus not all rooms induce the same
losses (transmission and ventilation losses).

Figure 1: View of the home with average temperature and the specific case of the bathroom with a
different demand.
Thermal comfort analysis for residential buildings [4] indicate 3 types of rooms for the heated zones:
bedrooms, wet zones (bathrooms) and other rooms (kitchen, living room, office ...). While
temperatures in bedrooms can be as low as 16°C in winter, bathrooms have higher demands with
temperatures as low as 22.6°C for outdoor temperatures around 0°C. Other zones have demands
near 20°C for 0°C outdoor conditions. Additionally, not all rooms are used with the same intensity.
The return of investment for building envelope renovations is thus substantially different for
different rooms in a building.
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This observation, combined with a thorough analysis of literature, has pointed in the direction of
considering a renovation on a room-by-room basis.

Figure 2: Renovation on a room-by-room basis.
The facade is renovated in pieces, each covering the outside surface of a room. That way, the rooms
with the highest indoor temperature and hence the highest transmission and infiltration losses can
be tackled first and provide the highest return on investment. The modular approach is developed
for City-zen and demonstrated on a test-building. The process and results are described below.
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CHAPTER 2 – Solution

2.1.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

In order to develop a system that is widely applicable, the following design criteria have been
defined:
1. Corrections to deviations in the vertical direction: existing buildings have walls that are never
straight and perfectly vertical. Hence, the system needs to allow correcting deviation in the
vertical direction.
2. Easily applicable: the intention is that the system is applicable in a single day with 2 people. A
fast and easy system that allows adaptation to the irregularities of the existing construction
is thus needed.
3. Modular: if in the future another part of the wall needs to be done, the system should not
induce inherent thermal bridges.
The set-up is therefore composed of a wooden frame: a rectangular structure composed of small
beams. These are attached to the wall. They allow to level horizontally.

Figure 3: Frame to be attached to the wall (test panel).
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Next is a frame composed of U-shaped legs. This frame fits on the previous one and allows to level
out vertically.

Figure 4: U-shaped leg (left) and how its fits on the frame already attached to the wall (right). This is
the test case to check the feasibility of applying the concept.
The U-shaped legs will be filled with a soft insulation material such as Knauf Acoustifit, a sustainable
insulation material. The double frame will consequently be filled with insulation and can then be
finished with any facade finishing.

2.2.

APPLICATION OF THE PREFABRICATED PANEL

A local joinery was contacted for the prefabrication of the basic frame and U-shaped frame, as well
as a box to fit the new window.

Figure 5: Frame being prepared for placement on wall.
DELIVERABLE D 3.4 | PU Public
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Figure 6: 2-component glue (left) and raw plug and screw (right) to ensure optimal fixation of the first
frame that will hold the full weight of the facade panel.
The old window was removed and a wooden box was installed in the window-opening. This allows
the new window to be placed in the same vertical surface as the new insulation, reducing the cold
bridge to a line of 18 mm thickness and a length equal to the circumference of the wooden box.
Once the main frame and the window box have been attached to the existing wall, the U-shaped
frame is filled with the Knauf insulation. It is consequently placed on the frame that is already
attached and vertically levelled.

Figure 7: The U-shaped frame being filled with insulation (left) and attached to the other frame
(right).
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In the next step, 2 layers of insulated are placed in the frame: the same soft Knauf insulation in a
thickness of 5 cm and a layer of 10 cm PIR. An airtight tape is used to cover all edges. An EPDM cover
is glued from the wall above the frames to the top of the frames to prevent rainwater flowing behind
the panel. A water resistant tape is used to cover the horizontal part of the frame that remains visible
and faces upward.
A wooden frame is consequently attached to hold the finishing.

Figure 8: The completed frame-structure is filled with insulation and the wooden structure for the
finishing is being positioned.

Wooden slats are added as finishing. The overall on-site activities took less than 6 hours with 2
people.

Figure 9: The finishing being applied (left) and the final view (right).
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2.3.

LESSONS LEARNED

Setting up the demonstration panels showed the feasibility of the approach as well as some further
on-site time saving aspects
 Attaching a panel immediately increases the energy performance of the building envelope on
those envelope zones where applied.
 Impact on interior is limited to the zones where new windows are requested. When the former
opening can be re-used (and hence the new window will be 3.6 cm smaller in height and in
width), the impact is limited to the dust of removing the old window.
 On old walls, it can additionally increase the aesthetics
 Additional time saving on site could further be achieved by:
o Cutting the insulation already in the correct shapes and numbering them. The last
openings could locally be filled with an insulating low expansion foam
o Adding (with glue) the soft insulation on the hard insulation plates
o Using larger external finishing, such as facade panels (Equitone of Etex, Tetra panels, ...)
will further reduce the on-site time

2.4.

REPLICATION POTENTIAL

Prefabricated systems for new buildings as well as for renovations have been the subject of multiple
studies since EMPA-led IEA annex 50 in 2006. The potential of improved quality due to preassembling in a clean and more ergonomic environment is attractive. However, the real conditions of
building induce challenges. Resolving them all in a prefab system does not lead to considerable cost
savings. The investment cost reduction, as well as the fast and easy (and nearly dust free) installation
are the key advantages of the modular panel.
The replication potential is substantial as the panel can be applied on any type of building whether
commercial, residential or industrial. The insulation thickness can be adapted on local climate
conditions and finishing can be according to preferences.
The next step is to spread the idea and the image of the result, using social media and organizations
as building research institutes, BPIE and alike. The design is ready for anyone to invest in.
Additionally, the discussions we had with Machiels Building Solutions (making lightweight wood
buildings) will be re-opened. At this stage, the design is not protected and the idea is to leave it that
way such that any company can copy, adapt and improve the system to replicate it for his/her
clients.
Alignment with WP9 is done to spread the experience through the normal City-zen communication
channels as well.
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CHAPTER 3 – Conclusion

The application of a modular prefabricated facade panel is a fast and financially attractive way to
upgrade the energy efficiency of a room of a building. Although this was the first application and
further time-savings are possible, the total application time allows a full room facade renovation in a
day.
Allowing building owners to spread the energy renovation of their building over time and focussing
on those building zones that provide high savings, combined with an application method that takes a
short time and limits the dust and discomfort, provides opportunities for increased renovation rates.
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ANNEX A – LEGISLATION ON BUILDING ENVELOPE CHANGES
OVERVIEW
For insulation of the exterior walls of buildings (situation 2015), the EPB requirements according to
maximal heat transfer coefficient (Umax) and minimal thermal resistance (Rc min) can be found in
the table below for the different regions.
Region
Flanders
Wallonia
Brussels
Germany
France
The Netherlands

Umax [W/m²K]
0,24
0,24
0,24
0,24 (residential)
0,35 (non-residential 12-19°C)
0,27
(i.e. 0,22)

Rc min [m²K/W]

3,5 m²K/W

In almost all regions, a building permit is required when the exterior walls of an existing building are
insulated from the outside, as the view may change. Wallonia is the most flexible, where you don’t
need a permit if the view remains the same and if an additional thickness of 30 cm is not exceeded.
In Flanders a permit is only required for the frontal wall, so not for the side walls and back wall. The
“building line” in Flanders (i.e. in most cases the front of the front wall) may not be exceeded by
more than 14 cm.
In all regions, one should always be careful with local legislation (in municipalities) as it can be
stricter than national or regional legislation! Protected heritage or buildings in protected regions
almost always needs extra permissions and in most cases it is even forbidden to insulate them from
the outside.

FLANDERS (FLEMISH REGION)
EPB requirements for new buildings and renovations (with building permit in 2015 and 2016):
Maximum U-value for exterior walls: 0,24 W/m²K.
Source:
 https://www.vlaanderen.be/nl/publicaties/detail/nieuwe-epb-eisen-voor-2015-en-2016-voornieuwbouw-en-renovatie-pakket-van-20-exemplaren

Building requirements and permits
Alignment
The “Alignment decree” (art. 16, §3) states that the construction line when applying wall
insulation may be exceeded with a maximum of 14 centimetres. This is only for existing
buildings. New buildings may not exceed the construction line.
Nevertheless, municipalities can still impose different (stricter) requirements in
municipal regulation. Certain municipalities in small urban areas require that sidewalks
should have a minimum width, which can no longer be guaranteed if you would exceed
by 14 cm to the construction line. Municipalities should always be contacted to be sure
if there are additional demands on their territory.
DELIVERABLE D 3.4 | PU Public
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In the city of Leuven for example, it seems that no stricter requirements apply. In other
cities it may be completely forbidden to exceed the construction line or the construction
line may only be exceeded from the first floor or higher.
Related legislation:
 “Decreet houdende vaststelling en realisatie van de rooilijnen (Rooilijndecreet)” of
8/5/2009 (http://codex.vandenbroele.be/Portals/Codex/documenten/1018076.html).
 E.g. “Algemene bouwverordening Stad Leuven”.
Sources:
 http://www.recticelinsulation.be/news/gevelisolatie-aanbrengen-over-de-rooilijn-vrij-vanextra-vergunning
 http://ikgabouwen.knack.be/bouwen-renovatie/ruwbouw/isolatie-langs-buiten-met-ofzonder-bouwvergunning/article-normal-441263.html

 http://www.dirkpeeters.info/2010/03/17/toepassing-rooilijndecreet-door-lokalebesturen-maakt-gevelisolatie-zinloos-2/

Building permit
Actions that involve no stability works and without changing the physical construction
volume on side walls, back walls and roofs are exempted from a building permit, e.g.
wall insulation, ... These operations do need a building permit if they are performed on
the front wall because the street view may be influenced. Municipalities should be
contacted to be sure that they do not apply stricter rules.
For protected heritage an extra permission (for all walls) is also needed from the
Heritage Agency.
Related legislation:


http://www.ruimtevlaanderen.be/NL/Beleid/Vergunning/Werkenaanenronddewoning



http://www.monumentenwacht.be/nieuws/na-isolatie-van-bestaande-buitenmuren

WALLONIA (WALLOON REGION)
EPB requirements
EPB requirements for new buildings and renovations (with building permit in 2015):
Maximum U-value for exterior walls: 0,24 W/m²K.
Relevant legislation:
 http://energie.wallonie.be/fr/reglementation-peb-comment-atteindre-lesexigences.html?IDC=8732&IDD=97802

Building requirements and permits
Outside insulation of exterior walls of buildings does not require a permit if the view
stays the same and if an additional thickness of maximum 30 cm is respected. The
development plan, the planning regulations and the subdivision permits should in any
case be respected.
For specific information the relevant local departments should be contacted.
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Relevant legislation


“Code wallon de l'Aménagement du Territoire, de l'Urbanisme, du Patrimoine et de
L'énergie”: https://wallex.wallonie.be/index.php?doc=1423

Other sources


http://ikgabouwen.knack.be/bouwen-renovatie/ruwbouw/isolatie-langs-buiten-met-ofzonder-bouwvergunning/article-normal-441263.html



http://gevelbekleding-info.be/bouwvergunning-gevelrenovatie

BRUSSELS (BRUSSELS CAPITAL REGION)
EPB requirements
EPB requirements for new buildings and renovations (with building permit in 2015):
Maximum U-value for exterior walls: 0,24 W/m²K.

Building requirements and permits
A building permit is always required for the outside insulation of exterior walls of
buildings. For protected heritage extra requirements apply.

Sources
 “Brussels Wetboek van Ruimtelijke Ordening (BWRO)”, art. 98, §1, 2°.
http://www.ejustice.just.fgov.be/cgi_loi/change_lg.pl?language=nl&la=N&cn=2004040935&t
able_name=wet
 http://ikgabouwen.knack.be/bouwen-renovatie/ruwbouw/isolatie-langs-buiten-met-ofzonder-bouwvergunning/article-normal-441263.html
 http://www.elsampe.be/nl/opheffing-gevraagd-van-vergunning-isoleren-buitengevel
 http://gevelbekleding-info.be/bouwvergunning-gevelrenovatie

GERMANY
EPB requirements
EPB requirements for new buildings and renovations:
Maximum U-value for exterior walls of residential buildings and zones of non-residential
buildings with inner temperature of ≥ 19 °C: 0,24 W/m²K.
Maximum U-value for exterior walls of zones of non-residential buildings with inner
temperature between 12°C and 19°C: 0,35 W/m²K.
Relevant legislation


“Verordnung über energiesparenden Wärmeschutz und energiesparende
Anlagentechnik bei Gebäuden (Energieeinsparverordnung - EnEV)“
http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bundesrecht/enev_2007/gesamt.pdf (search “Umax”)

Building requirements and permits
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Requirements are dependent of the region.
In general it can be said that if there is a change in the view of the building, a building
permit is required.

Example of legislation (for Bayeren):
http://www.stmwi.bayern.de/fileadmin/user_upload/stmwivt/Themen/Energie_und_Rohstoffe/
Merkblaetter_aktuell/03_Hinweise_Energiesparen_Baugenehmigung_fuer_energiesparende_Ma
ssnahmen_gesichert.pdf

FRANCE
EPB requirements
The required minimum thermal resistance for insulation of exterior walls for existing
housing is:
 Rc ≥ 2 to 2,3 m²K/W, depending of the geographical area (i.e. Umax = 0,43 - 0,5 W/m²K)
 Rc ≥ 3,7 m²K/W, in order to get credit tax (“le crédit d’impôt”) (i.e. Umax = 0,27 W/m²K).

Relevant legislation:
http://www.ademe.fr/sites/default/files/assets/documents/guide-pratique-isoler-sonlogement.pdf

Building requirements and permits
For region “Île de France” (around Paris):
Just like a facelift or any external modification of an existing building, a statement prior
work is required for the installation of insulation at the outside, under Article R.421-17.a
of the Town Planning Code.
A building permit may be required for example in the case of a classified facade or
placed on Inventory of Historical Monuments (ISMH) or other special cases. Prior
Declaration is, except in special cases, filed for mayor of the municipality where the land
is located.

Relevant legislation:
 http://www.driea.ile-de-france.developpementdurable.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/40_questions__corrections_SBDEC_cle6233af.pdf

THE NETHERLANDS
EPB requirements
For walls the minimal Rc-value in 2015 is 3,5 m²K/W (i.e. max. U-value of 0,22 W/m²K).
Relevant legislation:


“Bouwbesluit”.
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http://nieman.nl/specialismen/bouwfysica-techniek-en-regelgeving/energie-enduurzaamheid/epc-rc-vanaf-01-01-2015

Building requirements and permits
Insulating the exterior walls from the outside is changing the view. Such a change of
appearance is not always allowed. That is the case with terraced houses, semi-detached
houses, protected monumental buildings and protected city views.
Local legislation should be checked if the required building permit is only needed for the
front wall, or also for the other walls.

Relevant legislation:




“Bouwbesluit”: http://www.onlinebouwbesluit.nl/
http://www.middendelfland.nl/monumenten/isoleren_43154/item/gevelisolatie_30745.html
http://www.milieucentraal.nl/energie-besparen/energiezuinig-huis/isoleren-enbesparen/gevelisolatie-buitenkant/
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